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Abstract

This paper considers the scheduling problem to minimize total tardiness given multiple machines, ready times, sequence dependent setups, machine downtime and scarce tools. We develop a genetic algorithm based on random keys representation, elitist reproduction, Bernoulli crossover and immigration type mutation. Convergence of the algorithm is proved. We present computational results on data sets from the auto industry. To demonstrate robustness of the approach, problems from the literature of different structure are solved by essentially the same algorithm.
1 Introduction

We present a random keys genetic algorithm to solve complex scheduling problems. For a comprehensive discussion of scheduling problems and terminology see [6] and [33]. The principle problem we investigate arises from an automaker. There are several factors that complicate the automaker scheduling problems. The jobs have ready times and due times that range throughout the study horizon. Each job has a particular tooling requirement. Tooling conflicts arise because there is only one copy of each tool and multiple jobs may require that tool. Setup times are introduced into the problem if consecutive jobs on the same machine require different tools. There is processing flexibility because different jobs can be processed on different subsets of the machines although the machines are not identical. The scheduling objective is to minimize the total tardiness of all of the jobs. The number of jobs ranges from 270 to 360. These scheduling problems are NP hard since the scheduling problem to minimize total tardiness for a single machine problem is NP hard even if the following simplifying assumptions are made: all jobs are ready at time zero, setup times are not sequence dependent, no machine downtime, and no special tool requirements ([16]).

The vast majority of the papers in the scheduling literature consider only a subset of these problem complexities. In [23], [21], and [43] problems are investigated that contain many of the complexities but each of these assumes away two or more of the factors. The only paper of which we are aware that has addressed problems containing all the previously mentioned complexities is the Matchup Scheduling work of [10]. They propose different priority rules and heuristic methods based on an integer programming formulation of the problem. Section 3 provides a comparison of the Matchup algorithm with the proposed
genetic algorithm.

Because of the difficulty of using branch-and-bound and special purpose heuristics for many scheduling problems, general heuristic search techniques have been applied to scheduling problems in recent years. Tabu search ([17] and [18]) has been applied to scheduling problems by [8], [15], [32], and [40]. Both [32] and [40] succeeded in finding new best solutions for several problems that do not yet have known optimal solutions. Simulated annealing ([26] and [12]) applications to the job shop problem are discussed in [41] and [1]. Good results have been found for several of the classic test problems from [27] and [2]. However, none of the problems tested had all of the complexities found in the automaker data. Genetic algorithms have also demonstrated potential for solving scheduling problems.

Genetic algorithms (GAs) were introduced by [24] as a method for modeling complex systems. GAs apply concepts from biological evolution to a mathematical context. The general idea is to start with randomly generated solutions and, implementing a “survival-of-the-fittest” strategy, evolve good solutions. See [20], [14], or [28] for details.

GAs have been applied to scheduling problems by several authors. The primary strategy used is a literal permutation ordering encoding ([4], [13], [29], [39]). Specialized operators have been developed to insure the feasibility of generated solutions including PMX Crossover ([19]), the subsequence-swap operator ([22]), other subsequence operators ([13]), edge recombination ([42]), order-based and position-based crossover ([38]), and forcing ([29]).

Two of the more innovative applications of GAs to scheduling problems are the Problem Space and Heuristic Space methods of [36]. Storer, Wu, and Vaccari begin from the premise
that most scheduling problems have base heuristics that are fast and obtain good solutions. The authors go on to conjecture that if the data were perturbed, the heuristic may find a solution that is outstanding for the original problem. The problem space approach searches this set of perturbations using different search mechanisms including GAs.

Heuristic space ([36]) introduces another level of search. They combine several heuristics to create a superior meta-heuristic. These methods have been tested on several of the classical job shop test problems ([37]) and found to perform well.

Our approach is based on the random keys encoding of [9]. The random keys representation ([9]) encodes a solution with random numbers. These values are used as sort keys to decode the solution. Chromosomal encodings are constructed that represent solutions in a soft manner. These encodings are interpreted in the fitness evaluation routine in a way that avoids the feasibility problem. A similar idea was presented by [34] where the authors embedded their encoding in a genetic algorithm that dynamically adjusts its internal representation of the search space according to the problem being solved.

The random keys GA (RKGA) operates in two spaces, the chromosome space and the schedule assignment space. For a five job single machine problem, the chromosome space consists of all points within a 5-dimensional hypercube, $C = [0, 1]^5$. Define chromosome $x \in C$ where $x = \{x_1, x_2, ..., x_5\}$. Let $x_i$ represent the random key value for allele $i$ of chromosome $x$. The schedule assignment space, $S$, contains all the possible schedules for the problem.

For a single machine problem with regular measure, this includes all the possible permutations of the jobs scheduled as early as possible. For the single machine problem, $C$ is
mapped to \( S \) by sequencing the jobs based on the sorted random key values. Consider a five job problem. If a schedule were represented by the random key vector \((.31, .12, .73, .91, .44)\), sorting to decode the schedule would result in the sequence 2, 1, 5, 3, 4. The initial random keys are randomly generated. During the progress of the algorithm, jobs that should be early in the sequence attain low keys and those which should be later in the sequence develop high keys.

The random keys encoding has the advantage, over a literal encoding, that all crossovers produce feasible sequences. Crossovers are executed on the chromosomes, the random keys, not on the sequences. Therefore the offspring always contain random keys that can be sorted into an ordered set. Since any ordered set of random keys can be interpreted as a job sequence, all offspring are feasible solutions.

2 Proposed Solution Methodology

We now extend the RKGA concept to include the following complexities: multiple, non-identical machines, nonzero ready times, sequence dependent setups, tool constraints, and precedence. Changes are required in the encoding and in the function evaluation routine. We then describe the specific GA operators used in the algorithm. Finally, we demonstrate that there is a region with nonzero volume in the chromosome space, \( C \), that maps to the set of optimal schedules. This leads to a simple proof of convergence.
2.1 Modifying the GA for Additional Problem Complexities

The random keys approach can be extended to multiple machine problems by extending the encoding. As an intermediate step, consider the \( m \) identical machine \( n \) job problem to minimize total tardiness. For each job generate an integer randomly in \( \{1, \ldots, m\} \) and add a uniform \((0, 1)\) variate. The integer part of any random key is interpreted as the machine assignment for that job. Sorting the fractional parts provides the job sequence on each machine. Assuming that jobs are processed at their earliest possible time, a schedule can be constructed and evaluated for total tardiness. The schedule can contain unforced idle time by preserving the sorted order of the job sequence. If the machines are not identical, generate the integer randomly from the set \( M_i \) where \( M_i \) contains all machines that can be used to process job \( i \).

After the random keys are sorted, the job sequence and machine assignments for each job have been determined. Nonzero ready times, sequence dependent setups, and tool availability can all be considered simultaneously in calculating a job’s start time.

The mechanisms for incorporating nonzero ready times and tool constraints into the schedule may appear inefficient because they may introduce idle time into the schedule. However, the ability to create schedules that contain unforced idle time is one of the principle advantages of using a job sequence as the foundation for schedule construction. It is not difficult to construct example problems where inserting idle time into the schedule improves the overall objective. Where inserted idle time is not desirable, the RKGA will gradually select schedules without it.
Precedence constraints can also be captured by the RKGA. Recall that the sorted random keys provide a job sequence. Jobs are scheduled using this sequence subject to the constraint that a job cannot be scheduled unless its predecessor(s) have been scheduled. A pseudocode for handling precedence constraints is presented in [30].

The mechanisms for incorporating nonzero ready times, sequence dependent setups, tool constraints, and precedence are computationally simple. This is important because the GA must perform numerous function evaluations.

### 2.2 Genetic Algorithm Operators

There are several types of genetic operators that may be used in the reproduction stage of a GA (see [20]). Because the random keys encoding preserves feasibility there is no need to use the specialized operators discussed in Section 1. The code described here uses elitist reproduction, Bernoulli crossover, immigration, and post-tournament selection to fill the next generation. The random keys representation is not limited to these operators. Other operators remain to be investigated. However, these operators have performed well in tests completed at this time.

Elitist reproduction ([20]) is accomplished by copying the best individuals from one generation to the next. This method has the advantage of maintaining a best solution that is monotonically improving. However, it has the potential for premature convergence. This is overcome by introducing high mutation rates.

Bernoulli crossover (called parameterized uniform crossover in [35]) is used in place of the
traditional single-point or multiple-point crossover. Two chromosomes are selected randomly with replacement from the current population to function as “parents.” Let $X = (x_1, x_2, ... x_l)$ and $Y = (y_1, y_2, ... y_l)$ be the $l$ random key alleles in these two chromosomes, respectively. Let $Z = (z_1, z_2, ... z_l)$ be $l$ independent uniform $(0, 1)$ variates and $P_c$ be the probability of crossover for each gene. Let $W = (w_1, w_2, ... w_l)$ and $V = (v_1, v_2, ... v_l)$ be the $l$ random key alleles for the two offspring that will result from the crossover of the two parent chromosomes. Determine $W$ and $V$ as

$$
\begin{align*}
  w_i &= x_i \text{ and } v_i = y_i \text{ if } z_i < P_c \\
  w_i &= y_i \text{ and } v_i = x_i \text{ if } z_i \geq P_c.
\end{align*}
$$

Since $P_c$ is not necessarily 0.5, this procedure can be used to bias selection toward one parent. We have found $P_c = 0.7$ to work for many problems. It appears to support development of a generalized form of building blocks.

Implementing a mutation operator for a real coded GA presents difficulties. As a result, we use immigration as described in [9]. It involves random generation of at least one chromosome each generation. Since our implementation of elitism only copies a few members from one generation to the next, immigrants are not automatically eliminated via that operator. Then the random parent selection mixes the new genetic material from the immigrants into the population in subsequent generations. In this way immigration maintains diversity as in traditional mutation.

A type of tournament selection, which we label post-tournament selection, is used in conjunction with the crossover operation to fill the next generation. Two chromosomes are
chosen randomly with replacement from the entire previous generation to serve as parents for the crossover operation. Performing crossover on these two chromosomes, \( X \) and \( Y \), results in the two offspring \( V \) and \( W \). Both of these chromosomes are evaluated and only that with better fitness is permitted to enter the pool of potential parents for the next generation.

Empirical results indicate that if the GA does not improve the current best solution for 30 successive generations then additional searching yields little improvement. For this study, population convergence is assumed if the best solution does not change for 30 generations.

Having discussed the random keys encoding and the operators used in the RKGA, a pseudocode for the algorithm is presented below. Step 2 is repeated for each generation until either the population converges or until the maximum number of generations is reached. Step 2.2 implements the elitist strategy and copies the \texttt{number\_of\_clones} best members from the entire previous generation. Step 2.3 represents the reproduction step of the algorithm. The crossover operation is performed using two parents that are randomly selected from the previous generation. This step is repeated to create all members of the new population that are not copied over directly from the previous generation. Then the population is ranked based on fitness and the \texttt{number\_of\_immigrants} worst members of the population are replaced with immigrants in order to enhance diversity in the gene pool.
Pseudocode for the Random Keys GA

1. Initialize population. Rank the population based on fitness. Set \( stop = 0, count = 0 \).
2. While \( stop = 0 \)
   2.1 \( Count = Count + 1 \)
   2.2 Copy the \( number\_of\_clones \) best members from the previous generation to the new generation
   2.3 For \( i = 1 \) to \( population\_size - number\_of\_clones \)
      2.3.1 Randomly select two parents from the previous generation.
      2.3.2 Perform the Bernoulli crossover operation.
      2.3.3 Evaluate the fitness of the two offspring.
      2.3.4 Keep the better of the two offspring and place it in the next generation. Discard the other offspring.
   2.4 Rank the population based on fitness.
   2.5 Replace the \( number\_of\_immigrants \) worst members of the population with immigrants.
   2.6 If the population has converged set \( stop = 1 \).
   2.7 If \( count = maximum\_number\_of\_generations \) set \( stop = 1 \).
3. Output the final solution.

2.3 Mapping from \( C \) to \( S \)

It is essential that the random keys encoding ensure that there exists a region in \( C \), with nonzero volume, that the evaluator maps to the optimal schedule set in \( S \). Then a search for this region in \( C \) can be used as a surrogate for a search of \( S \) for an optimal schedule. Constructing schedules in the manner described in Section 2.1, Theorem 1 shows that such a region exists within \( C \) for problems with a regular measure. We assume that there is no job preemption.

The proof of Theorem 1 and supporting results use the following notation:
\( i \) Index of job, \( i \in \{1,2,\ldots,n\} \).
\( \alpha_i \) The random key value for job \( i \), \( \alpha_i \in [0,1] \) for all \( i = 1,2,\ldots,n \).
\( [i] \) Order statistic notation for the jobs from a sort of the \( \alpha_i \) values.
\( j,k \) Indices of machines, \( j,k \in M_i \).
\( TO_i \) The tool requirement for job \( i \).
\( S_i \) The start time of job \( i \).
\( MA_j \) The time when machine \( j \) is next available for processing.
\( TA_j \) The time when tool \( j \) is next available for use.
\( LT_k \) The last tool used on machine \( k \).
\( MTL_j \) The last machine on which tool \( j \) was used.
\( r_i \) The ready time for job \( i \).
\( d_i \) The due time for job \( i \).
\( p_i \) The processing time for job \( i \).
\( M_i \) The set of machines that can perform job \( i \).
\( d \) The total number of tools in the problem.
\( SA \) The set of semi-active schedules.

Remark: \( TO_i \) is assumed scalar in the following proofs but is readily generalizable to a set.

The RKGA uses the procedure \( \gamma(x) \), described below, to map from \( C \) to \( S \).

Let \( x \in C \) have \( x_i = (m_i, \alpha_i) \) where \( m_i \in M_i, \alpha_i \in [0,1] \) for all \( i = 1,2,\ldots,n \).

Procedure \( \gamma(x) \)

Sort \( \{\alpha_i\}_{i=1}^n \) to obtain \([1],[2],\ldots,[n]\).
Set \( MA_k = 0, LT_k = \emptyset \ \forall k = 1,2,\ldots,m \).
Set \( TA_h = 0 \ \forall h = 1,2,\ldots,d \).

For \( (i = 1; i \leq n; i++) \)

\{ 
\begin{align*}
\text{if } TO[i] = LT_m[i] \text{ and } MTL_{TO[i]} &= m_i \text{ Setuptime} = 0 \\
\text{else } \text{Setuptime} &= \text{Setupvalue} \\
S_i &= \max\{\max\{MA_{m_i}, TA_{TO[i]}\} + \text{Setuptime}, r_i\} \\
MA_{m_i} &= TA_{TO[i]} = S_i + p_i \\
LT_{m_i} &= TO[i] \\
MTL_{TO[i]} &= m_i \}
\end{align*}
\}
The outcome of $\gamma$ is a set of start times, $S_i$, that combines with the machine assignments from the random keys to describe a schedule. Using the definition of $\gamma$ the following two results are readily verifiable (see [30]).

**Lemma 1** For all $x \in C$, $\gamma(x)$ is a feasible schedule.

**Lemma 2** The image of $C$ under $\gamma$ is exactly the set of semi-active schedules.

In Theorem 1 we prove that the GA finds an optimal solution with probability 1. Note that the algorithm presented in Section 2.2 generates a random sample at least once per generation. Let $x^t$ be the best solution found after $t$ generations and $Y \subseteq S$ be the set of optimal schedules. The driver of the proof of Theorem 1 is the random generation of an immigrant each generation. The Theorem establishes that there is some point in $C$ that maps to an optimal schedule in $S$. We then show that there is an open ball ($n$-dimensional sphere of positive volume) in $C$, centered at the given point, such that all points in the ball also map to that optimal solution. Since this ball has positive volume, the random sampling of immigration will eventually hit it, producing the optimal schedule.

**Theorem 1** $\lim_{t \to \infty} P(\gamma(x^t) \in Y) = 1.$

**Proof:**

For a regular measure, [5] proved $(Y \cap SA) \neq \emptyset$. By Lemma 2, $\gamma^{-1}(Y \cap SA) \neq \emptyset$. Let $x \in \gamma^{-1}(Y \cap SA)$. Then $x = \{(m_i, \alpha_i)\}_{i=1}^n$ where $m_i \in M_i$ and $\alpha_i$ is a random variate from a uniform $(0, 1)$. Let $\Delta = \min\{\min_{i,j} |\alpha_i - \alpha_j|, \min_i (\alpha_i, 1 - \alpha_i)\}$. Since there are a finite
number of jobs and the $\alpha_i$ are generated from a uniform $(0,1)$, $\Delta > 0$ almost surely. Define
the neighborhood of $x$, $N(x) = \{x' : m'_i = m_i, |\alpha'_i - \alpha_i| < \frac{\Delta}{2} \forall i = 1, 2, \ldots, n\}$. If $x' \in N(x)$
then $\gamma(x') = \gamma(x) \in Y$. When randomly generating $x' \in C$,
\[ P(x' \in N(x)) \geq \left( \prod_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{|M_i|} \right) \Delta^n = \varepsilon > 0. \]

Now, in each generation, the immigrant, $x$, which is uniformly generated from $C$, has probability \( \geq \varepsilon \) of being optimal. The result follows immediately. \( \blacksquare \)

This result is of value as it establishes the asymptotic convergence of the algorithm. It
is unsatisfying in that it relies on immigration rather than crossover to drive the theoretical
convergence. Empirically, crossover is much more important. Understanding the theoretical
rate of convergence, based on crossover, is an open research question.

As problem complexities are added, the schedule assignment space, $S$, becomes increas-
ingly complicated. Each point in this space must, essentially, be a Gantt chart of the schedule
including: job to machine assignments, the job sequence for each machine, and possible in-
teractions between jobs on different machines. These interactions may include precedence
constraints and competition for scarce resources such as tooling. Due to the complexity of
$S$, it is impractical to search it directly. In the RKGGA, all operators are defined on $C$ which
is stable. The mapping $\gamma$ is altered to absorb these complexities.

The robust nature of the GA is demonstrated by the fact that the same algorithm can
solve different scheduling problems by making changes only to the encoding and the fitness
evaluation function. The mechanisms of reproduction and mutation are unaffected.
3 Computational Results

To determine the effectiveness of the RKGA for scheduling complex settings we tested two data sets of actual problems from an automaker. We are not aware of additional data sets in the literature that contain the types of complications found in the automaker data. To demonstrate robustness, tests on randomly generated makespan job shop problems are referenced.

3.1 Real Auto Problems

In this section we will describe the problems against which the algorithm was tested, describe the testing process, and present results.

The first and second data sets comprise a total of twelve problems from a large automaker ([10]). The seven problems in the first data set each contain approximately 360 jobs that are to be scheduled on two identical machines. Recall from Section 1 that these problems contain the following complexities: nonzero ready times, due times, tooling constraints, sequence dependent setup times, machine flexibility, and total tardiness objective. The seven problems are derived from a single data set and represent seven disruptions of that data set. The first problem is the undisrupted case. The remaining six problems contain data disruptions including: periods of machine downtime, periods of tool unavailability, and changes in $p_i$, $r_i$, and $d_i$. The presence of disruptions significantly changes the data set and creates a different scheduling problem.

The second data set contains five disruptions of a data set with approximately 270 jobs
to be scheduled on ten nonidentical machines. The additional complexities are the same as those for the first data set. They are captured from a different auto plant than data set one.

Due to the large size and complexity of the problems in the first and second data sets, it was not possible to compute optimal solutions for these problems. Therefore, the RKGA's solutions can be compared to total tardiness lower bounds for each of the problems. A lower bound for each problem is:

$$LB = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \max(0, r_i + p_i - d_i).$$

The RKGA's results are compared to the three scheduling methods presented in [10]: dynamic dispatching rules, a multiple choice integer programming based method, and Matchup scheduling. In addition, we provide comparisons with two additional dispatching heuristics that we developed and with random search. These additional heuristics utilize the Earliest Due Date (EDD, [25]) and Modified Due Date (MDD, [7]) list processing rules. These list processing rules provide a job sequence but do not provide job to machine assignments. Therefore, a GA was used to determine good job to machine assignments given a job sequence that resulted from a list processing rule. The mechanics and parameter settings of the GA were similar to the RKGA except that the job sequencing was based on the dispatching rule and the GA only determined the machine assignments.

The results produced by any run a GA are a function of the random seed used. It is disconcerting if the same algorithm, on the same data set, can perform well or poorly depending on the random seed used. To study this issue, the GA was run ten times for each problem using a different random seed for each run. The minimum, median, and maximum
values over the ten random seeds are presented. The minimum and maximum values provide best and worst case performance measures. The median is used rather than the mean in order to reduce the effect of extreme minimum and maximum values.

In all runs the following parameter settings were used:

\[ \text{population}\_\text{size} = 1024, \]
\[ \text{number}\_\text{of}\_\text{clones} = 60, \]
\[ \text{number}\_\text{of}\_\text{immigrants} = 40, \]
\[ \text{maximum}\_\text{number}\_\text{of}\_\text{generations} = 500. \]

In order to assure fair comparisons, each competitor must have at least the same computation resources available to it as was provided the RKGA. The DISP, MCIP and MUSA algorithms were run to their logical conclusions (e.g., the branch-and-bound ran to optimal stop). Hence, additional computation time would not have changed the results of these methods. The EDD and MDD based heuristic methods and the random search were all permitted to evaluate the maximum number of solutions that could be investigated by the RKGA. However, the RKGA always converged prior to examining this maximum quantity. Thus these other methods were permitted to examine more solutions and utilize more computation time.

From Table 1 we can compare the lower bound for each of the twelve problems in the first and second data sets with the best solution obtained using the GA. The results indicate that solutions within 0.4% to 6.6% of the lower bound can be found for the seven disruptions of data set one. For the five problems in the second data set the percent deviation from the lower bound is not meaningful because the lower bound is zero for four of the five instances.
However, the maximum total tardiness was less than 23 units above the lower bound for all seeds tested across all the problems. The data in Table 1 also indicate that the RKGA was consistent across the different random number seeds.

Insert Table 1 here.

Table 1 provides a comparison between the RKGA and the solution methods found in [10]. For data set one, the RKGA consistently found solutions that were better than those found using alternative methods. The median (across the seeds) solution found by the RKGA was on average 18% better than that found using dynamic dispatching rules (DISP), 9% better than that found by the multiple choice integer programming (MCIP) method, and 7% better than those found by the Matchup Scheduling Algorithm (MUSA). In addition to exhibiting the best average performance across the problems in data set one, the data of Table 1 also indicate that the RKGA was the best performer for every problem instance.

For data set two the RKGA also demonstrated better average performance than DISP, MCIP, and MUSA. On average, the solutions found by the DISP, MCIP, and MUSA methods have, respectively, 63%, 195%, and 48% more total tardiness than the median RKGA solution. Note that these percentages are much larger than those for data set one because the actual total tardiness values for the problems of data set two are much smaller numbers. However, the RKGA is clearly better on average.

Analyzing all twelve problems of the two data sets together, statistical testing using a paired t-test found that the differences for DISP and MUSA were significant at alpha levels of .012 and .019, respectively. If all twelve problems are considered the alpha level for MCIP
is .130. This may seem counterintuitive since MCIP provides larger total tardiness values, in general, than MUSA. The cause of the large alpha level value is the large tardiness on problem four of the second data set. This large tardiness value results in a large standard deviation in the difference between the RKGA median and MCIP. This results in a smaller value of the test statistic which leads to the large alpha value. If this problem is dropped and the paired t-test is rerun with only the remaining 11 problems then the difference between the RKGA median and MCIP is significant at an alpha level of .012. Thus, eliminating problem four of the second data set, which provides the best example of the RKGA outperforming the MCIP, actually reduces the alpha level. This is a good example of how statistical significance can differ from practical significance.

Table 1 shows only the best result found over all ten seeds for both the EDD and MDD rules. For data set one both methods find solutions that on average have 24% higher total tardiness than the average median seed value of the RKGA. For the second data set the average deviation increases to 51% and 48% respectively, for the EDD and MDD based heuristics. A paired t-test indicated that there was a difference between the median RKGA solution and the EDD and MDD based heuristics that was significant at alpha levels of .0002 and .0005, respectively. Note that these methods exhibited much more variation over the random seeds than the RKGA.

We also compared the results of the RKGA with a random search. Due to the complexity of the problem random search performed very poorly. Results are not listed in Table 1 but can be summarized. For data set one, the random search found solutions with total tardiness that was 2.5 to 5 times more than the RKGA. For data set two, the solutions found had
total tardiness on the order of 10,000 to 15,000 as opposed to 35 or less for the RKGA.

RKGA was able to solve all twelve problems of data sets one and two, for a single random number seed, on average in nine minutes on a Sun 4 Ultra 2 processor.

Test results for data set one show that the RKGA can find solutions within 5% of the lower bound in about one half the time required to converge to a final solution. This demonstrates how the RKGA quickly finds good solutions and then spends additional time to obtain the final improvements. This is a useful property for real scheduling implementations since the algorithm can be terminated sooner with only a small reduction in performance. The time to find solutions within 5% of the lower bound is not meaningful for the second data set because the lower bound is 0 for four of the five problems.

3.2 Makespan Job Shops

The robust nature of the RKGA has been verified by conducting additional testing on the \( n/m/J/C_{\text{max}} \) problem. In this problem there are \( n \) jobs to be processed on \( m \) machines. Each job contains \( m \) operations and must visit each of the \( m \) machines. The operations must be completed in a specific order and each operation can only be completed on one machine. Therefore, there is a strict precedence ordering of the machine sequence for each job. However, the machine sequences for different jobs may vary. The objective is to minimize the completion time of the job that completes last.

The \( n/m/J/C_{\text{max}} \) problem represents a significant departure from the automaker problems since there are no tooling constraints, alternative routings, sequence dependent setup
times, release times, or due times. However, the $n/m/J/C_{\text{max}}$ problem is still NP hard (see for example [33]) and represents a difficult scheduling problem that has been analyzed by a number of researchers ([30]). Experiments were conducted using the well known data sets from [27]. These problems contain 10 to 30 jobs and 5 to 15 machines. The RKGA found solutions that were on average within 1-2% of the best known solutions. Details of the implementation and comparison can be found in [31]. The good performance of the RKGA on the $n/m/J/C_{\text{max}}$ problem provides further validation of this solution approach and demonstrates that the methodology can be applied to multiple problem contexts.

4 Summary and Conclusions

We have presented a scheduling algorithm that utilizes the random keys encoding within the context of a GA. This representation and algorithm are proven to find an optimal solution if run long enough. This algorithm was originally developed to solve complex scheduling problems that arise in the auto industry. Computational tests indicate that the RKGA performed well on all of the auto plant problems tested. The RKGA produced consistent results across the different random seed values. The median (over the ten seeds) best solution found was within 1.5% of the lower bound for all of the problems in the first data set except 1.1 (it was 5.8%) and was within 5 units of the tardiness lower bound for the second data set. The maximum deviation from the lower bound over all seeds was less than 6.6% for all seven problems of data set one and 23 tardiness units for all five problems of the second data set. The RKGA consistently found schedules with less total tardiness than those found by
the other scheduling procedures that have been applied to these problems, given equivalent computational resources. Thus, the RKGA provides a good method for generating schedules for problems with the complexities found in the automaker data sets.

The robust nature of the RKGA was discussed also. The same methodology used for the automaker problems yielded high quality solutions when applied to the \( n/m/J/C_{max} \) problem. Additionally, the RKGA can also be extended to include other problem complexities not found in the automaker data such as limited buffer space for each machine. The RKGA methodology can also be applied to other objective function measures. Combined with the uniformity of performance over random seeds and reasonable computation times, these results suggest that the RKGA could be useful in an application setting.
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